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Why We Chose a Monitor

It took upwards of a full day of nonstop debate to make the decision for the Samsung SyncMaster 

to be the one in our surgeon chair. In the end we based the decision off of some research we did behind 

Texas Instruments and their areas of expertise. We found that they are one of the lead suppliers of power 

inverters around the globe, which we connected with the fact that AC/DC converters are commonly 

found in computer monitors. One of our teammates had a broken monitor lying around that we figured to 

be perfect for this project due to the fact that all the charge in its capacitors would already be drained, 

deeming it perfectly safe. We did not know much at all about electrical engineering going into this 

project, but through some reliable forums online and extensive research we are confident in saying we 

now have much more than just a basic understanding of it. 



Broad list of components found (chips later)



First look at the monitor



Backside



First look at ports



Front bezel off



A look at the side ports leading to the LCD



This port lead to some buttons on the front bezel which we left out because they 
weren’t too interesting



We found two distinctly separate circuit boards on the monitor 
stand



What they look like detached in their relative positions



Our Thoughts at This Point

After the initial disassembly of the monitor and the isolation of the two boards, we quickly realized what we 

got ourselves into. We had no idea what we were looking at and we nearly decided to choose a simpler item to 

disassemble. However, we persevered through many days to better comprehend how this system operated. We had to 

teach ourselves all the different components and what they contribute to the circuit.  The most difficult task of this 

entire project was learning to name components solely over what they look like. The really small components on the 

main processing board were especially difficult because there was no lettering on them for identification. Even so, if 

it was a component that we could look up we still would have to dig through seemingly inscrutable datasheets in 

order to determine what it was and how it contributed to the circuit. We looked at the two boards side by side and 

developed a plan to examine them separately because we knew that they had vastly different jobs in the working of 

the monitor. 



We classified them as the main processing board (left) and the power converter 
(right)



Broad Analysis of Components



Closer Look at the Power Converter



After quite some time, and too much research, we developed an understanding of 
what each part does to help convert AC voltage to DC voltage



Summary of Chips and Components 
on Power Inverter Board



The analysis of the main processing circuit was exponentially longer due to the 
inscrutable datasheets we had to decipher



In depth look at main components of the board excluding most 
IC’s (that’s later)



Integrated Circuits Found on the Main Processing Board



Components Found on the Main Processing Board



We decided to have some fun after all our hard work, so we decided to further take 
apart the LCD screen



Back of the LCD screen



Removal of a cover reveals a board inside



We inferred that they are driving circuits for the LCD as we could not 
find any datasheets on most of the IC’s 



Separating the backlight from the actual display



Backlight and LCD screen side-by-side



Closer look at the backlight



The disassembly reveals the side ports on the monitor stand lead to the backlight to 
be used as a power source



Three film layers found on top of backlight, the middle one had 
crazy light distortion characteristics



Closer look at the LCD attached to the board





We wondered what it would look like if it were broken, so with exceedingly 
adequate safety precautions we dealt some damage to it



What We Learned 

After classifying each and every component that made up the monitor our team was more than disappointed 

to find that there were no Texas Instruments parts involved in this monitor. We nearly decided to restart and try to 

find something that did, but that project wouldn’t have the same impact on our lives as this monitor had. We can 

now look at any circuit board and give a rough identification of any part on it, which is something that everybody 

should be able to do with the rise of electronics in the world. One of the most important things that we learned 

from this project is that semiconductors aren’t tailor-made for each circuit board, something all of us had 

previously assumed. Rather, they are standardized for specific tasks and are grouped together to create nearly 

every electronic device in existence; we found that really cool.
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